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Things you must remember about Titan

• Titan orbits Saturn: 1.5%  Earth sunlight, 7 yr seasons

• Titan is bigger than Mercury and is ½ rock, ½ (water) ice

• Titan has a dense, hazy, opaque atmosphere

• The air is 95-98% molecular nitrogen; remainder is mostly 
methane.

• Temperature near surface is 94 K at equator, atmosphere-
surface near methane triple pt. 
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There are diverse sources of energy in Titan’s atmosphere 
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Photochemistry at the heart of 
Titan’s surface-atmosphere 
evolution
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External resupply
Surface resupply       ?
Interior resupply       ?



Cassini-Huygens is a 
joint NASA-ESA-ASI 

mission

Launched in 1997

Arrived at Saturn 
2004

Huygens landed 
2005 on Titan

Orbiter now in 
extended mission to 
2017. 



Huygens Probe built by ESA



Clouds, rain and rivers



Ricardo Nunes mosaic

Huygens image reveals fluvially dissected 
terrain



Post-landing vaporization of 
methane from beneath the 
probe

Constant mixing ratio 
of methane up to 7 km 
altitude followed by 
decrease cloud base

Decline in the 
methane mixing ratio 
along a saturation 
vapor pressure curve

Huygens GCMS results (Niemann et al., 2010)
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Niemann et al, 2010



Huygens resting 
place…rounded 
rocks and (lower 
left on second 
image) a 
methane 
dewdrop. 

Erich Karkoschka, U Arizona



Figure by R. Lorenz



Cassini imaging data Zibi Turtle et al 2011. 

Vernal equinox (2010) Just past winter solstice (2004)



Channels seen with Cassini radar 100 kilometers



The global pattern of topography suggests general movement of liquid is toward the poles.

Zebker et al 2009



RADAR view of Lazio (Earth)
12 meter resolution



360 meter resolution



1.2 kilometer resolution



Lakes and seas



Orbiter radar discovered lakes and seas
mostly in high northern latitudes 



Specular reflection off of Titan’s seas; VIMS (Barnes et al.) 



Bottom solid

Liquid

Time delay gives depth to sea bottom
Strength of sea bottom signal gives composition

of sea



Sea surface reflection

Seabed reflection



Mastrogiuseppe et al



Loss tangent is a measure of the energy lost by 
interaction with a physical medium--

Values x 105:
Ligeia Mare: 3+ 1
Methane: 2.9 + 0.5 
Ethane:    12.2+ 0.4 
Water ice ~ 1000

=> 80% CH4, 5%C2H6, 15%N2 for Ligeia Mare (this 
is being adjusted to a less methane-rich value by 
Mastrogiuseppe et al. , in prep. )

Methane absorption measured at JPL 



Titan’s great seas: 
hundreds of times 
more hydrocarbon 
than in the known 
oil and gas 
reservoirs on 
Earth. 
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Volatilities and solubilities

Acetylene separates from other 
solid products of Titan chemistry and 
moves to the poles. 

Acetylene is quite soluble
(J. Stevenson et al, 2015) 



Northern spring: the seas are changing

T92 T104

Hofgartner et al 2014
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The interior and the resupply of methane 



Clathrate hydrate is the most plausible storage medium for large 
amounts of methane 



km

Methane clathrate hydrate crust insulates interior....and 
provides a resupply of methane 

Tobie, Lunine and Sotin, 2006. 

• 20 km thick crust of CH4
.6H2O provides enough methane for 10 gyr.

• 50 km present day crustal thickness of ice supported by Huygens E-field data.

• Methane clathrate hydrate has a lower thermal conductivity and higher rigidity 
than  normal Ice I. 

Water ocean (some ammonia) Water ice I

Clathrate hydrate



Choukroun and Sotin, 2012



Crustal clathrate hydrate



H.S.

D.S.

Oc.
Ice/Hydrates

HP

Anhydrous silicates, up 
to 1000 km in radius

Hydrated silicate density 
can be 2.4-2.8 g/cm3

Ocean density may be up to 
1.5 g/cm3 (high-pressure)

Sensitive doppler measurements from the Orbiter 
showed that Titan is (a) bloated and (b) squishy.

Castillo-Rogez & Lunine
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Where to look for life on Titan?

Base of the liquid water ocean:
Does life as we know exist in 
hydrothermal vents?

Can a form of life exist in ethane-
methane instead of water?:

--totally alien biology
--strict test of life’s cosmic 

commonality

Traces of the chemistry leading to life:
Preserved on the surface in many 
places?



-CN

catalyst 

HCN (produced in Titan’s high atmosphere)

Simulation of mass spectrogram of HCN 
polymer (blue)  seen against 
background of abiotic chemistry, for 
resolution typical of flight instruments. 

yielding



• The great seas are mostly methane, but with admixtures 
of nitrogen and ethane. 

• Some of the lakes may have higher concentrations of 
ethane (Ontario Lacus)

• Solubility of solids in seas varies widely—acetylene is high; 
HCN low. 

• Nitriles and hydrocarbons separate from each other by 
volatility in global transport. 

• There is evidence (VIMS) for chemistry between acetylene 
and HCN.

• Many terrestrial type processes occur in seas—rain, tides, 
winds, evaporation (in lakes) ....

• Remember, T is 94 K at Titan’s surface!  
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